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Limited Edition, Exclusive 18k Classic Gold
LIP Watches Imported Directly From France...
If

you are a fan of truly exquisite gold jewelry
and fine craftsmanship, this is an exclusive
opportunity too rare to pass up. LIP , France’s most
famous watchmaker, has made a select number of their
Classic Gold men’s and ladies watches available for
export to the United States just for the holiday season.

These are not reproductions. They are designed from the
original LIP archives, yet use modern Swiss movements
to give you a timpiece destined to become your own
special family heirloom.
Limited Edition Special Offer
Each LIP Classic Gold timepiece is made from 18k
gold for a gift that is as much an investment as it is an
example of fine jewelry. The crystal is scratch resistant
and the watch itself is waterproof to 3 atmospheres.
Each timepiece uses a highly accurate RONDA Swiss
movement and features a smooth, sweep second hand
and a date window at 3 o’clock on the face. Classic
Roman numerals and an elegant crocodile leather band
completes the design.

For faster service, call Toll Free ...

Buy A Men’s Classic Gold... Get A Ladies Version FREE!
Gold prices are soaring and is an excellent investment.
Normally, these watches would retail for $2,250.00 each.
But through a special arrangement with LIP France,
we are able to offer you the men’s Limited Edition 18k
Classic Gold watch for just $1,795.95, complete with our
convenient six month FlexPay opportunity. And while
they last, we’ll include the Ladies Classic 18k
Gold watch at no additional charge. You’ll
receive both mens and ladies watches,
a numbered certificate of authenticity,
display case and Two Year Warranty.
Call now to secure yours for the holidays.

LIP 18k Classic Gold
Men’s & Ladie’s Watch Set
6 Payments of $299.33 each + S&H

1-800-480-0712 Please mention code PDL1

Off Road. On Time. Every Time.
Retro Moonphase
$189.00

Large moonphase/date dials,
blue dial, black & blue leather
strap. 40.00mm.
Men’s model 2051.
Ladies model 2052.

No matter where you are, no
matter what time it is, you
can always rely on tough
Jeep® Watches.
With seven different models

Trail 3 Hands & Date
$139.00

Ultra-luminescent hands and
numbers, brown carbon fiber
dial, 42.60mm, brown rubber
compass strap.
Men’s model 1033.
Ladies model 1034.

and over 120 different styles
and colors, you are sure to
find just the right one for
that rugged individual on
your shopping list. And
you know that with a name

Sky DualTime
$160.00

Dual zone dial. Date window,
ultra-luminescent hands and
numbers. Multi-calculation
slide rule bezel. 40.00mm.
Water resistant to 5 ATM.
Model 3016.

like Jeep®, it has the high
quality

construction, and

striking good looks to keep
accurate time no matter
what you put it through.

Earth Colors
$139.00

Ultra-luminescent hands and
numbers, 3 hands/date, color
dial, stainless steel and black
rubber bracelet. 43.00mm.
Available in Yellow 2051, Black 4034, Olive
4033, White 4034, Orange 4038, Red 4036.

1.800.480.1531
Please mention promotion code PBN1

www.jeepwatches.com
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Ron Maestri preps for a live
appearance on the GEM
Shopping Network.

As of press time, Ron Maestri no longer works for the
GEM Shopping Network. Here, he reflects on his brief
stint with the Atlanta-based jewelry channel.

fter Shop At Home
was sold by Scripps leaving all of us to search for
new opportunities, I sent my press materials out
to all the usual places (QVC, ShopNBC, HSN
and even QVC UK). It wasn’t until a friend, Steve
Bryant, who personally recommended me for the
job and suggested I send my materials to the GEM
Shopping Network, that I ultimately found the
ultimate TV shopping destination.
Located in a suburb of Atlanta, Georgia, and on
the air nationally since the early ‘90’s, the turnaround
for hire with GEM Shopping was fast. The main
reasons for their decision to hire me was my
background as a stand-up comedian, on-air energy,
and my desire to be an effective salesperson on the
air rather than a host interested only in camera time.
They hit it right on the head. I’ve had more than
20
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my share of 15 minutes of fame, and honestly, what
excited me most about this opportunity was the fact
that GEM Shopping sells only real gemstones and
diamonds to an upscale audience and collectors. No
more vernacular about “It’ll even fool your jeweler”
when relating the benefits of cubic zirconium set in
precious metals (as if that‘s a big benefit), or “we
buy in such huge quantity” as was the case from
previous experience working for networks who
ordered tens of thousands of each item sold. (Gee,
I’ve always wanted to see my ring on everyone
else’s finger at that high-profile event.) At GEM
Shopping, most everything we sell is one-of-a-kind
and designed specifically to suit the tastes of people
who come from the same financial backgrounds that
I do, all Federal Expressed on the next business day
after sale. No more waiting 10 days to two weeks to

receive something you ordered.
I grew up in a family who spent a lot
of time at the Diamond Center in New
York City, and GEM Shopping completely
reminded me of those adventures, which is
what I truly believe is their greatest niche
in the market place. Knowing wealthy
people as well as I do either as friends,
relatives, and even previous employers (I
used to be Program Director/Promotions
Producer for a television station owned
by the family who owned the Union Plaza
Hotel in Las Vegas!), I know first hand
that most wealthy people are just not
interested in paying for high overhead or
fancy addresses. They simply want quality
merchandise they can be proud of. At GEM
Shopping, we certainly do provide that.
My behind-the-scenes television
background has also certainly helped me
quite a bit in this job. I produced national
celebrity infomercials in Los Angeles for
over a decade, having personally directed
Jaclyn Smith, Joan Collins, Bruce Jenner,
Michael Gross, Linda Dano, Dennis
Weaver, Rose Marie, Barbara Mandrell
and others in their own high-end shows.
There’s one thing all celebrities have in
common: they get excited about individual
one-of-a-kind items they can call their own
signature pieces that won’t be seen on the
hand of everyone at the next
“I used to think Blue
dinner party. Again, GEM
Topaz was a big deal.”
Shopping fills the bill, and
– Ron Maestri
in fact, they have their own
celebrity clientele to prove
it. By the way, their client base is strictly
confidential and under no circumstances
do they share or sell mailing lists. I’m sure
their customers appreciate that.
Speaking of customers, once registered
(name, phone number and e-mail),
perspective customers can actually request
merchandise they’re seeing on our live
turntable of featured items or even items

they don’t see, such as loose gemstones,
and all within their respective price ranges.
The fact that GEM Shopping is completely
interactive makes for yet another huge
difference between them and other national
shopping channels.
Headed by Frank Circelli, a certified
Gemologist and in my opinion one of the
most talented and experienced gemstone
buyers in the country, the quality of every
single item is unsurpassed and literally
takes your breath away. I’ve never seen
Super Dark Neon Tanzanite, Mandarin
Garnet, Spinel, and other such rare
gemstones so rich and so deep in color
(top gem quality to top gem world class,
in fact) before working for GEM. In fact,
I’ve never even heard of many of them. I
used to think Blue Topaz was a big deal.
Not any more. GEM Shopping also sells
natural diamonds, including the extremely
rare and highly sought after pink and
yellow diamonds. As a matter of policy,
every diamond in inventory is VS1-S1,
G-H in color and most jewelry is 18k gold,
which is the standard in Europe.
In addition to staff show hosts, on-air
guest vendors also bring exciting items
to the party, including fabulous estate
pieces and pearls that would make any
jewelry lover’s mouth water. One of our
featured vendors is Ben Kho, nine time
award-winning lapidary, with two honors,
1st and 2nd place this year alone! GEM
Shopping’s own in-house lapidary Sean is
a virtuoso at extracting the finest quality
from every gemstone he touches. Viewers
have grown so accustomed to Sean’s work
in fact, that they even request it.
The biggest difference from GEM
Shopping to the other networks (and I’ve
worked for two now, not including GEM) is
the hosts. They have no egos and have been
more than generous in their willingness
to share information, of which there is u

Ron Maestri was a show host at the GEM Shopping Network in Atlanta, Georgia. He has also appeared on Shop At Home and QVC as a host.
Opinions expressed in the “First Person” column are the views of individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions, policies, and/or procedures of ShopTalk: The Magazine For TV Shopping Fans or Fanzines, Inc.
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plenty. I’ve either had the pleasure of working
directly with or watching every single one of our
hosts at least once. I’m proud to say each one
brings something very new and exciting to their
shows, including me, of course.
Finally, at GEM, I am most impressed with
(and this is the main reason for coming) their
honesty, integrity and willingness to share
as much educational information about their
pieces with viewers as possible. Having met
with their buyer Mary
“There’s one thing
Anne on several occasions
all celebrities have in
and Claude their in-house
common: they get excited
Gemologist, it was made
about individual oneabundantly clear to me
of-a-kind items they can
from the very beginning
call their own signature
that everything was to be
pieces that won’t be seen
sold on it’s own merits,
on the hand of everyone
with no exaggeration or
at the next dinner party.”
over-selling required,
– Ron Maestri
which makes perfect sense.
Everything is already
spectacular in its own right. It’s like over-selling
the merits of an original Picasso by trying to
convince me of the benefit of all the colors.
In my view, GEM Shopping’s talented
staff in front and behind-the-scenes are what
makes working there very exciting for me.
Their phone staff is adept at taking calls from
customers who might be interested in certain
items, accepting their bids for purchase and
communicating directly with each host.
This is exactly what makes the Diamond
Center so exciting to visit, and why GEM
Shopping completely reminds me of this.
Sans the airfare, hotel, ground transportation
and parking in New York City, I can safely
say that anyone who is serious about buying
the best jewelry or loose gemstones in
the world should save the hassle and the
expense of visiting New York, and just sit
back and simply watch live from home the
GEM Shopping Network, whose prices and
merchandise are better. p
Check them out on Direct TV channel 228 and
Dish Network channel 229, or stream it live
M-F 7P-3A EST; Saturday - Sunday 24 hours
a day at www.gemshopping.com.
22
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breakingnews
The British Are Coming!

The industry’s worst kept secret
is the October 2006 launch of U.K.based GemsTV in the United States.
Based in Reno, Nevada, the fledgling
U.S. outpost has been advertising
job opportunities on Internet bulletin
boards. “TV Crew Needed…All
Positions!” blared its Craigslist.org
job posting. “We are Gems TV. An
international electronic retailer of
gemstone jewelry expanding to the US
market. We will be broadcasting live
24/7/365 on satellite and cable, and
we are looking for crew.”
Not to be confused with the Atlantabased Gems Shopping Network or
with the Knoxville-based Jewelry
Television, GemsTV owns and operates
two jewelry shopping channels in the
U.K., GemsTV1 and GemsTV2, through
which they sell their own handcrafted
gemstone jewelry and jewelry
purchased from production partners.
They operate jewelry manufacturing
facilities in Chanthaburi, Thailand,
and sell products through www.
gemstv.co.uk and www.thaigem.com,
as well as on eBay.
Diane Schneiderjohn, cable TV
veteran and former SVP of Marketing
and Programming for Charter
Communications, will take the helm
as GemsTV’s U.S. Country Manager.
QVC-veteran Blair Christie is the Sales
Director. GemsTV employs over 1,600
people worldwide. p
ON THE COVER: ShopNBC host Sarah Anderson is
featured on our cover wearing a garland necklace.
“My favorite holiday memory is growing up in
the Rocky Mountains of Colorado,” she said. “My
family would always make it an annual tradition
to cut down our family tree. It was always a big
adventure and my two sisters and I would look
forward to this day every year. We would always
have hot cocoa and sandwiches and hike through
the snow looking for the perfect tree.”

The Essential Do-It-Yourself
Electric Back Hair Shaver

- CUTTING EDGE DESIGN: MANGROOMER’s
sleek, lightweight, compact design goes
from its discreet stored position to fully
functional easily in a matter of seconds.

- 135 DEGREE OPENING: Unique patent
pending design enables you to reach
all areas of your back from different
angles with ease.

- 1.5 INCH Blade: Cutting edge blade design
enables extremely close and smooth
results without the potential of ingrown
hairs straight edge and foil blades
commonly cause.

- EXTENDABLE HANDLE: Fully extendable
and adjustable handle locks into place
at various lengths to reach even the most
difficult middle and lower portions of the
back.

O’Sullivan inspects rubies
in a Vietman village market.

Buyer Journeys
into Vietnam Jungles
By Kelly Fletcher

in Search of Rare Rubies

Four countries. Nine cities. Twelve days. Jewelry
Television gemstone buyer, Shawn O’Sullivan,
recently returned from another harried jungle
adventure. In fact, he’s been canvassing the globe
for the past 27 years in search of exotic gemstones.
The past three years have been spent helping
Jewelry Television become the largest retailer of
loose gemstones in the world.

“

After shopping remote villages for several days,
O’Sullivan decided to head into the mountains in
search of a ruby mine he’d heard about. “Many
gemstone finds are a result of word-of-mouth,” he
said. “After all these years in the business, I still get
goose bumps when someone gives me a clue that
may lead to a great buy. It’s like getting paid to go
on a treasure hunt!”

Exporting jewelry is the hope and dream of Vietnamese businesses,
said Nguyen Huu Thuan, deputy president of the Ho Chi Minh City
Jewels and Gemstones Association.

“We redefined going direct-to-the-source on our
last trip,” explains O’Sullivan as he describes a
perilous journey into the jungles of North Vietnam.
A crew from Jewelry Television, the shopping
network dedicated exclusively to the sale of jewelry
and gemstones, began their quest in Hanoi.
Jewelry Television buyer
Shawn O’Sullivan hikes up a
mountain in search of rubies.

”

Nine hours after setting out for a distant mountain
village not even identified on a map, O’Sullivan and
crew reach their destination -- a gemstone mine with
a large supply of newly-discovered star ruby. They
were a mere 30 kilometers from the Chinese border.
“We were exhausted but elated,” relays O’Sullivan.
“We hired villagers who knew the way, and they drove
us until we could drive no further. Then a group of
motorcycles took us on another four-hour jaunt up
windy roads. When the roads became impassable,
we hiked the remaining three hours. The town was
so isolated that most of the villagers had never
encountered Westerners,” he said.

After visiting the primary deposit mines the crew
ventured into the valleys and discovered alluvial
materials, which are by-products of gem rough
(uncut stone) that wash away from the primary
deposits. “We saw beautiful ruby rough in the
middle of rice paddies! For the first time it became
tangible to me just how rare these gemstones are,”
said O’Sullivan.
Rubies have long been considered the premier
precious gemstone. A well-cut ruby can approach
the brilliant luster of a diamond. Star rubies feature
needle- like inclusions and are cut into cabochons
to display the crossing of six-rayed stars.
O’Sullivan and the Jewelry Television crew
took the rubies to Bangkok for precision cutting.
Eventually they’ll make their way back to corporate
headquarters in Knoxville, Tennessee, where the
rubies will be sold on live television broadcasts and
jewelrytelevision.com.
“There are no words to describe the pure beauty
of nature’s creations,” O’Sullivan says with a
twinkle in his eye. “Rubies just happen to be the
crowning jewel.” p
Fall 2006
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Internátional
Flávors
ShopNBC’s Daniel Green
Spreads Some Holiday
Cheer and Shares His
Favorite Dishes
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Sweet Potato Soup
Presentation equip
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a food processor.
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23 E. Oak Ave., Porterville, CA 9325
caltutor@caltutoringcompany.com
www.caltutoringcompany.com
1.559.783.9018

California Tutoring Company, LLC

Serving California ’s Greater Kings,
Tulare, and Fresno Counties.

all ages,
all subjects.
Through one-on-one tutoring and
small group workshops, opportunities
will be created for students to achieve
academic success.

SNEAK PEEK

“FFANY SHOES ON SALE”

1

3
2

1. Via Spiga Suede
Pumps with Bow Accent
Approximately $89.50
QVC Product # S2457
2. Etienne Aigner
Monogrammed Slip-On Flats
Approximately $34.50
QVC Product # S2427

4

3. UGG Australia Fluffy
Sheepskin Boots
Approximately $150.00
QVC Product # S2444

5

4. Michael by Michael
Kors Leather platform
Slingback Sandals
Approximately $64.50
QVC Product # S2424

6

5. Original Dr. Scholl’s
Single Band Slide
Approximately $17.50
QVC Product # S2427
6. Lacoste Leather & Mesh
Slip-On Athletic Shoes
Approximately $60.00
QVC Product # S2418

7

7. Natural Sport
by Naturalizer
Slip-On Sneakers
Approximately $34.50
QVC Product # S2459

These and many other styles will be available while supplies last on QVC (800.345.1515 or www.QVC.com)
during QVC Presents “FFANY Shoes on Sale” October 18, 2006 from 7 to 10 PM(ET)

BORGHESE’S SHOPNBC
SPOKESPERSON STEPHANIE
THROCKMORTON ROSS AND HER
GOLDEN RETRIEVER MAGIC HAVE
AN ENDURING FRIENDSHIP

Woman’s
Best Friend

A Pet’s Love Helps His Owner
Ward Off Breast Cancer

Stephanie Throckmorton Ross and her
Golden Magic have combined forces to
stave off life-threatening diseases.

30

Y

“I have to budget his shots
and medicine, but you
know, his health is most
important to me.”

You know the old saying that pets
– Ross
take on the characteristics of their
owners? Then you might say that
Golden Magic Throckmorton, Stephanie Throckmorton Ross’ golden
retriever, has an extreme case of empathy. The two share a remarkable
history of health challenges and recovery. Four years ago, both suffered
from tumors that had to be removed. Magic’s was on his pituitary gland,
while Ross’ was in her right ear. The procedure left her completely deaf
in her right ear, but she’s grateful to be alive today to tell her story.
Now the two are battling cancer together. Magic has been diagnosed
with cancer, and had surgery to remove the spot. His vet believes that they
retrieved all of it, says Ross. “… the margins were complete, so we are
waiting and hoping and praying at this time that this is true,” she said. “He
is still beautiful and has the BEST personality and disposition of any dog I
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have ever parented or been around!”
Theresa in Florida to be dear friends.
Ross recently had masses, which turned
She grew up in Bald Knob, Arkansas, a small
out to be non-cancerous, removed from her
town one hour north of Little Rock, and her
breast. Soon afterward, she came down with
television appearances have given her almost
an infection caused by Methicillin-Resistant
the same level of stardom as her career in
Staphylococcus Aureus (MSRA) bacteria, an
pageantry. Her family is her biggest fan club.
ailment which mainly occurs in people who are “They LOVE watching me on ShopNBC,” she
already ill in hospital. She was home bound for
said. “They think I am a movie star!”
several weeks, attached to a wound vacuum to
Make-up and beauty pageants have always
pull out the MSRA infection that she contracted been the magic formula for Ross.
after surgery. But she remained optimistic. “We
Pageantry is where she got her start, and
are recuperating again…hand in paw…and are
where her passion will always be. “I am so
still there for each other!” says Ross.
blessed to be involved in pageants,” said the
A gift from her parents, Magic has been
47-year-old who was crowned Mrs. Arkansas
her companion for over 10 years. “They gave USA in 1991 and Miss Newport in 1985.
him to me to protect me and be there for
A licensed aesthetician, she attended design
me,” she said. “And he is truly magic! He
school and Lee’s School of Cosmetology in
has Addison’s disease, and has had two hip
North Little Rock. Ross has also done the make
replacements, and a tumor. He is happy,
up for Miss Arkansas and Mrs. International in
healthy and beautiful at age 11!”
Chicago. In 2004, Ross went to Miss America,
Magic’s bout with Addison’s Disease resulted the Mecca of all pageants, to do make up for
from chemotherapy for the tumor on his
“our sweet Miss Arkansas,” she says proudly.
pituitary gland. He has to take Percortin shots
“...she was 3rd-runner-up to Miss America!”
every 21 days and take steroids, as well as
Ross tirelessly devotes her free time to
thyroid medication because he no longer has a
causes that are near-and-dear to her heart.
pituitary gland. “I have to budget his shots and
She works closely with the Humane Society in
medicine,” said Ross, “but you know, his health her native Pulaski County, Arkansas. She also
is most important to me.”
works with the Festival
Ross joined Borghese
of Trees, a fundraiser
“From sparkling gowns and
at about the same time
for the Central Arkansas
crowns to furry friends to my
Magic came into her life.
Radiation Therapy
precious family… my life is a
She is a former National
Institute (CARTI), a
good one… and I know that I
Artist for Borghese,
network of free-standing,
am blessed. I remember these
and has served as
non-profit radiation
blessings during the times like
their on-air hostess on
therapy providers
I am going through right now.” based in Little Rock,
ShopNBC for the last
two years. She enjoys
– Stephanie Throckmorton Ross which pays for radiation
traveling to Minneapolis,
therapy for those who
Minnesota, for her oncannot afford treatment.
air appearances. “They are the nicest folks
“Stephanie’s professional acumen is
up there!” she said. “I really enjoy the hosts
matched equally by her philanthropic spirit,”
and hostesses on the shows, as well as the
said Ron Standridge, CARTI’s public relations
producers, directors and buyers. They truly love coordinator. “CARTI has benefited not only from
the Borghese brand as much as I do.”
Stephanie’s professional generosity, but also
She often appears on Good Morning
from the caring nature she has shown through
Arkansas to promote Borghese in the state. “I
her support of our continuing mission to assist
LOVE my job,” she says enthusiastically. “My
the cancer patients of Arkansas and beyond,”
favorite thing about working for Borghese is
Standridge said.
that it has a family feel.” She considers her co“Her participation as both a donor and
workers Susan in Texas, Kathy in Phoenix, and
sponsor of such fundraising activities as the u
Fall 2006
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CARTI Auxiliary Festival of Trees and the CARTI Kids Golf
Classic have contributed to the hundreds of thousands
of dollars they raise and which allow us to continue
providing leading edge technology and valuable resources
for the patients we serve,” said Standridge. “Our
appreciation knows no bounds.”
Lyn Owens, President of the Humane Society of Pulaski
County, agrees. “All our fundraising efforts rely on really
committed individuals that can promote awareness of
our efforts,” she said. “Some volunteers work with us
for a year or so then disappear. Not Stephanie. She is a
committed, positive, relentless volunteer wanting to do
anything she can to help the animals. She is a passionate
animal advocate and a great person.”
Ross is engaged to Howard Duty, a 30-year-veteran of
Dillard’s. The two are planning a Spring wedding. She
envisions an intimate gathering of family and friends, but
says, “I have such a large family, we will probably fill up the
wedding chapel at Immanuel Baptist Church!” She has been
a member of Immanuel Baptist Church for over 20 years.
Ross and Duty not only share a background in the
retail industry, but a love of animals as well. He also
has a Golden retriever named Lacey and a Siamese cat
named Sasha. “We have a happy family with four-legged
children!” said Ross. p

Stephanie Throckmorton Ross
and her Golden Magic have
combined forces to stave off
life-threatening diseases.

Changing
The World
By Improving
The Lives of
Children

Celebrity Shopping Network
and Barry Chappell combine
forces to raise funds for
Children, Incorporated

Watch Barry Chappell on the Fine Art Showcase on DirecTV 239, Dish Network 225, and
on streaming video at www.fineartshowcase.
com on Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday
evenings at 5:00 pm PST/8:00 pm EST.

Barry Chappell has
helped thousands
of people buy
museum-quality
art and collectibles
from weekly live
art auctions on
television.
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“Collecting art should be fun,” believes
Barry Chappell whose show, Barry Chappell’s
Fine Art Showcase has aired for the past two
years on the Celebrity Shopping Network.
“I try to create a great television shopping
experience that will teach the viewers
something about the artists and their
backgrounds while captivating them with my
own anecdotes.”
Chappell has a great eye for value and
personally collects artists who have a
unique style and passion combined with a
potential to increase in value. He had an
instinct that art could also be sold lucratively
on television, and for the last 15 years,
Chappell has helped thousands of people
buy museum-quality art and collectibles
from weekly live art auctions on television.
Fans often send Chappell photographs of
their homes with their paintings displayed
on their living room walls.
Chappell thrives on telling ‘the stories
behind the masterpieces’. This past summer,
he traveled to Europe and Russia to visit art
institutes that he believes are on the cutting
edge of the art world.
A former Assistant Professor of Economics
and Marketing, Chappell has spent a lot of
his free time researching and investing in
gold, copper and other base-metal mining
companies. After his part-time work on
his own Bargain Barry Shopping Network

became successful, he left teaching. On
his show, he sold collectible coins, vintage
pocket watches, and occasionally, some
jewelry. Before long, he sold his network to
Panda America, one of the largest private
mint companies in the U.S.
Chappell has also worked with Editions
Children Incorporated distributes monthly food
provisions to many children worldwide.

Limited, his family’s art publishing business.
“I grew up in art publishing, and that’s where
I learned how to negotiate the great savings
I pass on to my viewers,” Chappell said.
“Whether you’re a first-time collector or a
highly experienced connoisseur, I probably
have something for you.”
Every year on Thanksgiving, Chappell hosts
a show that benefits a charity. For the last
two years, he has raised funds for Children,
Incorporated, an international, nonprofit
child sponsorship organization which assists
impoverished children with their basic needs
– food, clothing, healthcare and education.
Children, Incorporated operates in 24
countries, including the United States, and is
careful to respect the cultural and religious
heritage of each individual child. Over 80.1%
is spent on child services, said Elizabeth
Sauer, Director of Marketing for Children
Incorporated. “Our project coordinators are
all volunteers, not salaried employees, thus
keeping operating costs to a minimum.”
In 2004, Celebrity Shopping Network
customers
donated
approximately
$70,000 to help build orphanages, schools
and medical clinics around the world. In
2005, that figure was closer to $120,000.
“Children, Incorporated has been the proud
recipient of such a generous endeavor,”

said Sauer. “The funds raised these past
two years have made it possible for us to
improve the living situations of children
in India, the Philippines, Nigeria, Kenya,
Bolivia and Sri Lanka.”
To make the auction most effective,
Children, Incorporated presents Chappell
with a list of projects that need funding and
customers are able to make donations toward
these specific goals. Celebrity Shopping
Network donates 100% of the studio time,
expenses and some of the merchandise that
is sold during the broadcast. The company’s
suppliers and artists have also been
generous in donating art, and sometimes,
new art donations come in during the show.
Many children who have grown up on
their program are now artists, doctors,
pharmacists, lawyers, teachers, business
owners and even project coordinators for
Children, Incorporated, said Sauer. “We are
indebted to the kind folks who produce the
Barry Chappell Fine Arts Show, the artists
who donated their artwork and those who
purchased the art,” she said. “They are
changing lives and changing the world.” p
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In some countries, Children
Incorporated provides the only
meal of the day.
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LUXURIOUS GIFTS

Fendi Zucca Black and Maggano
Brown Baguette Handbag
Dust-cover and Certificate of Authenticity Included.Understated
elegance from the haute couture accessory collection of the
internationally renowned European fashion house of Fendi.
The Zucca style handbag is emblazoned with a recurring Fendi
insignia in black against a Maggano brown setting.
USN item #O1088: $375 | S&H $12.95
800-263-5838 or visit shopusn.com

The Gateway NX100X
Ultraportable notebook weighs only 3.15 pounds and
measures less than an inch thin. It also has a 12-inch
widescreen display that makes extra room for a larger
keyboard that is comfortable to use.
$1,499.99
www.gateway.com/ultraportable

Diamond Pendant
The 14K Tapered Oval Diamond Pave Pendant by Everyday
Diamonds is the perfect accessory for any occasion. This
unique piece comes with an 18” chain and has a carat
weight of 2.0 cttw. It is available in white or yellow gold.
ShopNBC item #J159935:
regular price $1,699.95
intro price $1,299.95 | S&H $10.99
800-884-2212 or visit shopnbc.com

Gateway’s FPD-2185W
21-inch Widescreen HD LCD
A dramatic widescreen design with extra screen real
estate. It can be rotated from widescreen landscape
mode to portrait mode for viewing web pages, photos
and anything “long”. In widescreen mode, you can see
more windows open or view additional applications.
$499.99
www.gateway.com/programs/lcd
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GREAT GIFTS

14K Two-Tone Interlocking
Oval Link 7-3/4” Bracelet
14K two-tone oval link bracelet consists of flat, polished
oval links joined together by smaller, rhodium-plated
white gold links, while large, twist-textured ovals are
positioned vertically along the bracelet.
HSN item # 142-867: $499.00; S&H $5.95
800-284-3100 or visit hsn.com

The Charlie Lapson Watch Collection

Genuine leather straps and buckles inspired by
		
Charlie Lapson Handbags

Catalina Collection Watch
Featuring a genuine leather strap.
Choice of beige or brown
ShopNBC item # J171439: 199.98

Prato Collection Watch
Featuring a genuine leather strap
and flip lock clasp.
ShopNBC item # J171440: 249.99

Roma Collection Watch
Featuring a python pattern genuine
leather strap.
ShopNBC item # J171455: 199.98
800-884-2212 or visit shopnbc.com

Mustek 8.4” LCD TV/DVD
Player Combo with MMC/SD
Memory Card Slot
Includes: Remote control, Power supply & charger, Car power
adapter, Antenna adapter plug, A/V cable, User’s Guide
HSN item # 164-085: $199.90
Will be on HSN.com in November
800-284-3100 or visit hsn.com
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CLASSY GIFTS

14kt WG Pave Set Round Cut Diamond
Hoop Eternity Style Pendant &
Chain with Spring Clasp
0.50 cttw of Diamonds; 1.83 grams of white gold.
Today, tomorrow, always. The Eternity style circle
pendant is a timeless classic.
USN item #26209: $339 | S&H $12.95
800-263-5838 or visit shopusn.com

Fragrance and Embellished Mirror Gift Pack
Immerse yourself in luxury! A 1.7 oz Scent of Woman Eau de
Parfum pairs with a gem- embellished limited edition collectible mirror
compact for the perfect holiday gift . Head turning fragrance meshes floral
essence of orange blossom and profound notes of vertifiver and patchouli
with heady, rich sambac. Packaged in an elegant gold gift box.
ShopNBC item #C50357: $129.99 | S&H $6.99
800-884-2212 or visit shopnbc.com

Todd English Winesceptre
Ultimate Wine Cooling Systemp
The icy stainless steel keeps your wine from warming
without over-chilling it. The o-rings at the top of
the Winesceptre provide a secure seal and the
decorative swivel top slides easily aside to reveal an
easy-to-use pour spout.
HSN item 346-679 # $119.90 | S&H $8.95
800-284-3100 or visit hsn.com

Ladies Invicta Watch
The Invicta Ladies Diamante Collection fluid link bracelet and case are executed in high polished 316L stainless steel, with Swiss quartz movement and genuine
Mother of Pearl dial highlighted by a colored faceted
crystal. The watch case is accented with 40 genuine
gemstones which coordinate to the colored crystal
ShopNBC item # J171500: $239.97 | S&H $7.99
800-884-2212 or visit shopnbc.com

FUNKY GIFTS

Joan Rivers Delicate Crystal Snowflake Pin
QVC item # J92435: Price $58.00 | S&H $4.47
800-345-1515 or visit qvc.com

Tinsel Trees
Festive tinsel tree, prelit w/200 Lights (40 Twinkling
and 160 Standard), available in Red, Gold or Silver. The
perfect addition to dress up your home for the holidays.
ShopNBC item # K16632: $99.98
intro price $89.98 | S&H $18.99
800-884-2212 or visit shopnbc.com

14kt WG Pave Set
Round Cut Diamond
Hoop Earrings
0.28 cttw of Diamonds; 3.0 grams of
white gold. A true paradigm of classic
elegance, nothing speaks of good taste
like these hoop earrings that you can
wear for any occasion from a Sunday
Picnic to a Black-Tie Event.
USN item #26209: $199 | S&H $11.95
800-263-5838 or visit shopusn.com

HairDo Salon Clip-In Hair
from Jessica Simpson and Ken
Paves- 23”L Wavy Extension
Always dreamed of having wavy blonde hair like
Jessica Simpsons? Well, now you can! Get the
hottest celebrity hair trends with salon clip-in
hair extensions from stylist-to-the-stars Ken
Paves and Jessica Simpson.
HSN item # 189-713: $87.50 | S&H $7.95
800-284-3100 or visit hsn.com

Faux Fur Coat
Pamela McCoy Wing Collar Animal Print Tissavel Faux Fur Coat, designed from
luxurious Tissavel faux fur created to mimic the look and quality of real fur.
ShopNBC item # A15650: $599.99 | S&H $8.99
800-884-2212 or visit shopnbc.com
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GREAT GIFTS UNDER $100

Joan Rivers
Holiday Set of 10 Mini
Nail Polishes
QVC item # A71024
Introductory Price $27.24 | S&H $4.22
800-345-1515 or visit qvc.com

Joan Rivers Delicate Crystal
Snowflake Clip Earrings
QVC item # J04679: Price $48.00 | S&H $4.47
800-345-1515 or visit qvc.com

AGELESS: The Naked Truth About
Bioidentical Hormones by Suzanne Somers.
Price $25.00
Available in November at fine book sellers nationwide.

Joan Rivers Simply the
Best Hinged Bangle Watch
QVC item # J76784:
Introductory Price $49.92 | S&H $4.47
800-345-1515 or visit qvc.com
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Upbeat, off-beat and totally fun gifts
for dogs and the people who love them.

The Burrow Bed

800-949-FIDO

VIBE, THE ESSENCE
OF ANTI-AGING &
VIBRANT LIFE
The Eniva VIBE is
a Liquid ALL-INONE Nutraceutical
supplement now
being recognized as
an unprecedented
advancement in
anti-aging science
with the most efficient
nutrient delivery
system and highest
certified antioxidant
potency to be found
anywhere in the
world, rendering most
other supplements
obsolete.
VIBE’S nutrients and minerals are
-Water-Soluble - in perfect aqueous
solution to be transported through the
blood stream and into the cells.
VIBE holds the highest certified
Antioxidant rating of any liquid
nutritional supplement listed in the PDR
for Nonprescription Drugs and Dietary
Supplements.

Call Stuart at
1-800-793-6480

Check out our website at
www.robustfuture.com
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CHECK OUT
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PPC Search at its BEST
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HOMEOWNERS!
THE MORTGAGE MANAGER
Let’s You Save Thousands On Your Home Mortgage
Shorten Your 30 Year Mortgage BY 7-15 Years
Build Equity 300% Faster
Track Your Savings and Audit Your Loan
To Find Lender Mistakes
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SERVICE IS
AND THE SOFTWARE IS

That’s Right, THE

FREE

For Your Copy Of The Software
(Windows 95 Or Higher On CD-Rom)
Contact ROOSEVELT THOMAS,
PO Box 461, Posen, Illinois 60469-0461.
Please include $3 to cover the S&H expense.

IT’S EASY TO SEE THE DIFFERENCE.
COMPARE DIRECTV TO CABLE AT DIRECTV.COM

